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Abstract. This paper deals with the electromagnetic fields generated by 
charges moving with the membrane. The numerical simulation of 
electromagnetic radiation of oscillating three-dimensional cell it is carried 
out. The issues of cell group radiation are also considered. Dependences of 
the field on distance and time are presented. A hypothesis about possible 
exchange of information between cells by means of electromagnetic waves 
is made. 

1 Introduction  

Modern electronics development is connected with the issues of miniaturization of 
electronic devices components and their interintegration. One of the ways to solve this 
problem is to use thin films and the physical processes occurring in it as separate elements 
for generation and transformation of electromagnetic signals. A layer of phospholipids can 
be considered as such film. When placing in water, they form a spherical bilayer. The use 
of such film as an object of study is very relevant, since the phospholipid bilayer, despite 
the fact that it can be created artificially, is also the basis for the membranes of most 
biological cells. This makes it possible to extend the scope of application towards 
bioelectronics – the field of electronics that considers biologic objects for information 
processing systems and new devices [1]. 

A double electrical layer is created at the edge of the film with water. If we consider the 
film as a membrane, then from the outer and inner side there are known charges of different 
signs [2]. Mechanical oscillations of the bilayer and, accordingly, the charge can create 
variable fields in accordance with the electrodynamic codes [3]. Mechanical oscillations of 
any film can be excited both mechanically (by means of a sound wave [4]) and 
electromagnetically (by means of a pulsed electromagnetic wave [5]). Also in [6] it is 
empirically shown that a living cell performs acoustic oscillations even without external 
influence. Since acoustic oscillations depend on the state of the cell, knowing the 
parameters of this wave, it is possible to determine the parameters of cell oscillations. It can 
also be used for signal transformation. 

For the first time the possibility of the existence of acoustic vibrations of the cell was 
predicted by Frohlich. He substantiated the possibility of coherent excitation of plasma 
membranes of cells or its individual areas at the range of frequencies of 1011 – 1012 Hz, 
which corresponds to MM waves [7]. 
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In [8] it is shown that the existence of acoustic waves is in accordance with the 

experimental data, indicating the presence of waves which velocity corresponds to the 

velocity of acoustic waves in the cells exposed to EHF radiation. In [9] the waves excited in 

cell membranes was established experimentally. In [10], this conclusion was confirmed by 

theoretical analysis performed using real physical parameters of cell membranes. However, 

the cell membranes of living cells are polarized because there is a potential difference 

between the outer and inner surfaces of the membranes, which is determined by the 

existence of an electric field. 

Acoustic wave propagation along the membrane causes periodic changes in membrane 

thickness. The spatial period of membrane thickness change is equal to the acoustic wave 

length. In polarized dielectric (lipid) membranes, such changes in thickness are 

accompanied by changes in the electric field, which have the same periodicity as the 

acoustic waves. 

Therefore, when applied to polarized membranes of living organisms, it is more correct to 

use the term acoustoelectric waves rather than acoustic and electric waves separately. When 

the wavelength of these waves is slightly shorter than the wavelength of electromagnetic 

waves, changes in the electrical component cause, as mentioned above, the transformation of 

this energy into elastic deformations rather than into magnetic field energy. 

The papers [11] also consider the generation of electromagnetic waves by biological 

objects and intercellular interactions. The spectral range of emitted waves is wide: from 

kHz to the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In the range of 10–2 – 104 Hz at 

distances from 1 mm to 1 m from the body surface, electric fields are registered, the source 

of which is the bioelectric activity of the corresponding organs and tissues of human body. 

At frequencies in the range of about 109 – 1010 Hz, a natural thermal microwave radio-

emission of the human body begins [12]. 

There are numerous measurements of electric fields created by biological cells [13 – 

19]. The measured frequencies of these fields occur in different ranges ([13 – 15] – 101,0   

Hz, [16 – 19] – 83 1010   Hz). 

In [17, 18], variable fields were detected in different crops - saccharomyces cervisiae, 

monoraphidium griffithii ( 86 1010   Hz), schizosac-charomyces pombe ( 610  Hz). 

Thus, biological thin films make acoustic oscillations and can emit electromagnetic 

waves. 

2 The Model 

The oscillating phospholipid bilayer can be represented as a spherical layer of dipoles with 

variable dipole moments. If the sphere is divided into elementary surfaces dS  the 

elementary dipole moment in spherical coordinates may be written as follows: 

    ,sin 111

2  ddRthdSthpd  

where R  is the radius of a layer,  24/ Rq   is the superficial density of a charge on a 

membrane, q  is the charge,  11,, R  the coordinate of an elementary dipole (see fig.1). 

The length of dipole changes with time according to the expression: 

       ,coscoscos 011 tmPhth m

n   

where h is the film thickness,  is the amplitude of film oscillations,    11 coscos  mPm

n  

are the eigenfunctions of the hollow sphere inner space (the amplitude of film oscillations 

changes according to this law) [20], 0  is the frequency of acoustic oscillations of the film. 
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Fig. 1. Spherical thin film. 

As the model experiments have shown in the two-dimensional case, in the far-field 

region the electromagnetic field is very small, and in the near-field zone (region), where 

1



c

r
rk , and hr  , only the electric field is a significant value. The equation for 

the intensity of the electric and magnetic fields of dipole radiation in the near-field zone 

looks as follows [21]: 
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In this equation all values are calculated at the moment of time 
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the electric field created by the elementary dipole at the point with coordinates relative to 

the center of the sphere looks as follows: 
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The projection of the distance from the dipole to the observation point ( r ) on the x0y 

plane looks as follows (see fig 1): 

     ,cossinsin2sinsin 11

22

1  RrrRl  

and from a rectangular triangle (fig. 1a) 

  .costgtg1coscos2 111

22  RrRrr  

On the other hand, figure 1b shows: 
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Elementary dipole torque projections on the Cartesian coordinate system axis looks as 

follows: 
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From fig. 1c: 
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By substituting these expressions in formula (1) and integrating it over the entire surface 

of the sphere, it is possible to find the field created by the oscillating film. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The following parameters have been taken for the calculations: system charge 1310q  Kl 

[22], film thickness 810h  m, film oscillation amplitude 1010  m, film radius 

510R  m, frequency of oscillations 8

0 10  s–1 (frequency of acoustic oscillations [20, 

23]). 

Figure 2 shows diagrams of the dependence of electric field intensity projections in the 

near-field zone on the coordinate. The obtained values were calculated at the moment of 

time 710t  s with the distance of 1r  mm under the angle of observation 2/  rad, 

for the lowest type of spherical membrane oscillation (n = 1, m = 0). It can be seen that for 

this type of oscillation, the resulting field is highly dependent on the direction of the 

oscillation (it does not depend on the value of , since the membrane thickness does not 

change). 

 
Fig. 2. Field intensity of the film at a distance 1r  mm, 2/  rad (1 – xE , 2 – yE , 3 – zE , 4 

– E , 0,1  mn ). 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the electrical field intensity of the film on time 2/  rad, 0,1  mn  

(solid line – 2/  rad, dotted line – 0  rad). 

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the electric field created by the lowest type of 

oscillation on time for two points – (1 mm, 0 rad, /2 rad) and (1 mm, /2 rad, /2 rad). It is 

clearly visible how much the field changes (several times), despite the fact that the dipole 

moment of the film changes slightly (only 1%). 

Fig. 4 shows the field for oscillation for 1,1  mn . Observation angle 2/ . All 

other parameters are the same as in fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 4. Field intensity generated by the film at a distance of 1r  mm, 2/  rad (1 – xE , 2 – 

yE , 3 – zE , 4 – E , 1,1  mn . 
710t  s). 

The magnetic field induction created by the cell has a small value (for example, at a 

distance of 1 mm 1610~ B  Tl). 
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These results are obtained for a zero conductivity medium. Since water can generally 

carry electrical current, it is necessary to summarise the results with regard to the 

conductive properties of the substance. For this purpose, a complex dielectric permittivity is 

required: 




 j0

~ , 

where   is the conductivity of water, j is the imaginary unit. In this case, the penetration 

depth will be equal to [24]: 
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where the relative dielectric permittivity   and conductivity of water   depend on the 

frequency of the electromagnetic field. 

As can be seen from Figure 5, with conductivity values corresponding to the frequencies 

of acoustic oscillations, the depth of penetration has a value of a row of meters, and at a 

distance of 1 mm the electric field intensity decreases by only a few percent. 

 

Fig. 5. Dependence of penetration depth on the conductivity of the medium. 

Thus, the fields created by oscillating thin films can be used as a source of information 

about the environment and the film itself, since their parameters influence the type of 

oscillation. The films can also be used to convert signals by exciting the acoustic 

oscillations of the films with an external signal. 
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